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Abstracfi The estimation of the transmembrane poten'
tial on the heart's surface from the magnetic heart field
is investigated. The human thorax is modeled by an
inhomogeneous boundary element volume conductor
model including the outer thorax surface and the surfaces of the lungs. For the invense problem Tikhonov's
regularization of first order is applied. Synthetic magnetic field and electric potential data are simulated
using a cellular automaton model of the entire human
heart. The reconstruction algorithms developed with
the model are finally applied to real world magneto'
cardiographic data collected with the 68-channel cardiomagnetometer system (Neuromag' Ltd.) above the
anterior and posterior thorax.
INTRODUCTION

metry is built up by 12,000 (with a grid spacing of 2.5'10'3
m) volume elements and considers not only spatial disni-

bution of refractory periods and conduction velocities of
different cardiac tissues, but also their dependence on the
cycle length. 15 different types of cardiac tiszues are considered. The calculuion of the MCG and ECG is based on
In the fonvard problem a zero
the bidomain theory
mean noise vector n (Gaussian noise) is added to simulated

tll.

MCG.

In case of the uniform double layer (UDL) theory [L,2J
(for elecrical isoropy ilrc PCDs are oriented perpendicularly !o the wavefront) no MCG- (and ECG-) signal can be
detected above the thorax as long as the excitation wave
does not impinge on the heatt's surface. In this case the
signal generators are located on the heart's surface only.
Therefore the primary source volume integral can be subsdtuted by a zurface integral representation [U

The main goal of biomagnetic or bioelecric inverse
problems is determining equivalent curent dipole patterns,
transmembrane potential G\4P) distributions, ventricular
surface activation time maps or epicardial potential distributions f2, 3,41. As a result the sufficiently accurate localization of the underlying pathological substrate (e.g. accessory pathway, ischemic area, infarcted area, site of preexcimrion) becomes possible 13, 41.
For the investigation of the forward and inverse prob-

lem a computer model of the entire human heart (a socatled cellular autornaton model) was developed [3, 5].
This heart model embedded in an inhomogeneous thorax
model is used in this study as a rather realistic source
structure in order to simulate the TMP distribution and
synthetic magnetocardiogram (MCG) data in the forward
problem. Those data are indispensable as a first validation
and accuracy test for the r@onstruction algorithm.
The work presented deals with the reconstruction of the
TMP distribution on the endocardium and epicardium. Reconstruction is applied to simulated and measured MCG
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conductive infinite spirce
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Consequentely one can try to estimate the transmembrane potential distribution on the heart's surface (endoand epicardium) in the inverse problem.
The minimum-norm solution [3] of tlte estimated transmembrane potential with the specific lead field matrix L,
the identity matrix E, the regularization parameter o (de-

termined by the Lcurve method) and the magnetic field
data vector B is given by:

i

L'(LLl + a'E)'B
In equuion (2) no temporal

=

(2)

data.

srnoothness criteria are
considered, so tar [2]. In reconstructions equation (2) is
applied to simulated MCG data for the normal ca,se and for

METHOD

an acute phase of infarction and to measured MCG data for
the normal case. MCG data were collected with the 68-

A three-dimensional computer model of the entire human heart, including atria, ventricles and conduction system is used as a primary source stntcture. The model based
on cellular automata theory allows the simulation of the
excitation and repolarization prccess and the calculation of
ttre MCG and of the electrocardiogram (ECG) [5] for the
normal case and for some pathological cases, like bundle
branch block, myocardial infarction, myocardial ischemia
and Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome [3]. The model geo-

channel cardiomagnetometer prcbe (Neuromag, Ltd.) on
the anterior and posterior side of the zubject's thorax in a
magnetically shielded measurement room at the Helsinki
University Central Hospital.
RESTJLTS

Figure I depicts the simulated isochrones fu an anteroseptal ztrute phase of infarction (9.87o of the ventricular
mass) in a grey level pattern. At 0.21s tlrc depolarization
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wave is locued

in the ischemic region and near the right

heart base. Only the epicardium of the ventricles is shown.

reconstructed activity on the right ventricular epicardium
refl ects an epicardial breakthrough.

Figure 3. TMP 0.010s after VD (sinus rhythm).

The estimated TMP distribution at 0.21s after sinus
node depolarization (SND) for the acute phase of infarction

is visualized in Figure 2 n a grey level pattern. As can be
seen from Figure 2 areas of high positive TMP (stressed by
a dark grey level) can be found on the epicardium near the
right heart base and in the anteroseptal region of the ven-

tricles. The TMP distribution estimated on the endocardium is not shown.

The TMP approach s@rns to be a very promising alternative to equivalent current dipole or epicardial potential
estimation. In simulation studies carried out with syntlretic
TMP distributions it was possible to seperate the activity
on the endocardium from the activity on the neighbouring
opposite epicardium. In order to clarify whether a rufficient seperation can be achieved in reconstmctions from
measured MCG data using the presented minimum-norm
approach further investigations have to be carried out. Also
in the field of tem-

additonal research work is necessary
poral smoothness criteria [2].
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